LPS 1175 Security Rating 3
LPCB’s LPS 1175 SR3 test has been formulated by BRE to test whether a product can
provide resistance to determined attempts of entry using bodily force, and a wide range
of tools with a greater mechanical advantage - including those that create noise. The SR3
test features a maximum attack time of 5 minutes within a 20 minute time frame. Warrior
Doors has designed, manufactured and successfully tested the world’s only commercially
available sliding doorset to LPS 1175 SR3.

Case Study: Boodles
In March 2018, Boodles’ Sloane St boutique was ram-raided by a
2.2 tonne Landrover Discovery. The attack was unsuccessful with
their Warrior Door successfully defending the showroom’s Basil
St entrance, keeping the raiders out and stock and staff safe.
Since the unsuccessful attack, Boodles have further upgraded
their Sloane St boutique with a Warrior Storefront and Sliding Door
Interlock. The bespoke sliding doors have been manufactured to LPS
1175 SR3 – the only commercially available SR3 sliding door on the
market.

Michael Wainwright
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Boodles’ Managing Director Michael Wainwright commented that, “the interlocking sliding
doors in Sloane St have been a huge success. As well as making the shop far more secure, it
enhances the luxurious ambience of the boutique.”
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LPS 1175 Security Rating 4
The LPS 1175 SR4 security standard has been designed to test whether a product can
provide resistance to experienced and determined attempts at forced entry using a wide
range of hand tools and battery power tools with a disregard for noise created. The SR4
test features a maximum attack time of 10 minutes within a 30 minute time frame. At
Warrior Doors we are able to manufacture a range of bespoke products to SR4 including
both inward and outward opening hinged doorsets.

Case Study: National Cash Management Company
A national provider of best-in-class cash management services, had
been operating with the same security doors that had been in place
for over 20 years and therefore failed to meet the latest industry
security standards, placing them in a vulnerable position.
After being approached, Warrior Doors delivered a bespoke LPS
1175 SR4 solution, that not only provided the necessary level of
security, but also fully integrated with their new access control and
biometric system.
Their Head of Security enthused, “I can now get on with the task of running our operations
without having to worry about any security breaches.”
Over 40% of cash in circulation in the UK is now secure behind a Warrior Door.
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